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RIPL works with government to help them use data, science, and technology to 
improve policy and lives. 

We partner government with science experts to provide powerful, scientific-grade 
insights at the speed of policy directly with policymakers using the best existing 
data and science methodologies to solve policy problems.

We build government capacity to partner broadly around data, science, and technology 
so that government can lead and support a community of fact-based policy 
innovation and improvement.  
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Government-owned 
data integration 

Cloud-based secure 
environment; FedRAMP 
approved; automated  
logging, monitoring.

Combines anonymized data 
across agencies and policy 
domains.

Government controls user 
access: dual authentication, 
all exports must be approved. 

Governance structure for data 
use to facilitate external and 
internal research partnerships.

Scientific-grade 
insights applied 

to policy
Projects ideas start with 
government priorities; 
projects are designed in 
collaboration with policy 
leaders. 

Program officers and 
external researchers 
bring scientific expertise 
to the analysis.

Data-driven scientific 
insights with impact; 
science translates 
directly to measurably 
improve policy.

Research at the 
speed of policy 

Projects oriented 
towards policy 
improvements and 
solutions to real-world 
problems.

High public and 
stakeholder engagement 
in research design and 
policy application 
processes.

Open source 
amplifies 

impact
Research-and insights-
generating code is open-
source on GitHub for any 
government to adopt or 
adapt. 

Open-source code 
empowers government 
improvement with 
reliable, transparent, and 
reproducible insights. 

Science-based metrics 
and dashboards for the 
community to better use 
public services.

Research 
communications

Policy briefs written for 
general audience (see 
Hamilton Project paper 
on Fact-Based Policy).

Data and research 
communications at local 
and national forums 
(see Rhode2College).

Our platform, the Data-Driven Policy System (DDPS), 
includes the following components:

https://github.com/ripl-org
https://www.hamiltonproject.org/papers/fact_based_policy_how_do_state_and_local_governments_accomplish_it
http://rhode2college.org/
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What is a Research Data Lake (RDL)?
• A secure, cloud-based system that houses and integrates administrative data
• Owned/managed by government for transparency and capacity building
• Provides identity resolution and anonymization
• Automated codebooks and derived tables accelerate new projects and 

support consistent, robust, and reliable analysis
• Modules for “science-as-service” enable government to partner with and 

lead a community of evidence-based improvement
• Extensible to meet changing needs and for crisis response

The foundation of DDPS is a Research Data Lake
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Overview of a Research Data Lake
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1. Bringing comprehensive 
administrative data into the system 
for 360-degree insights.
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2. Secure cloud hosting and 
government ownership.
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3. Automated pipeline for 
integrating, resolving identity, and 
anonymizing data.
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4. De-identified data enclave supports 
research and analysis at the speed of 
policy with scalable computing.
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5. Governance process to manage 
access and facilitate research and 
insights partnerships.
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• Provides a secure way for 
external programs to evaluate 
outcomes with government 
administrative data. 

• Partners query scientifically-
valid results through an 
Application Programming 
Interface (API).

• All parties maintain 
confidentiality of data.

• Turns scientific results into 
sustainable impact.

“Science-as-service” module enables data-driven 
program improvement with community partners
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An RDL can be deployed securely in the cloud

• Deployable in Amazon Web Services (AWS) by any government using freely-available 
CloudFormation templates.

• The cloud infrastructure is FedRAMP-approved and designed to be FISMA, HIPAA, and 
FERPA-compliant.

• Data never leave government custody. 

• Government always controls who accesses data, down to the field and variable level.

• Best-in-class firewall, encryption, and auditing tools keep data safe.

• Pay-as-you-go model means that government pays only for computing time and storage it 
actually uses.
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• The architecture is scalable and divided 
into seven modules (red dashed ovals).

• Each module is freely available as a 
customizable AWS CloudFormation 
template.

• This modular approach meets the needs 
of a wide range of state and local 
government partners, wherever they may 
be in terms of data warehousing and 
integration.

Modular architecture meets the needs of any 
government for an efficient deployment
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An RDL transforms government data to build the key 
features needed to measure success

• Our software helps Government analysts standardize their data and create variables that 
researchers can begin using immediately.

• It then generates automated codebooks for each dataset. Codebooks contain 
descriptive statistics that help researchers easily understand data at a glance.

• Codebooks are automatically updated and monitored for data quality issues and 
contain descriptive statistics.  

• Supports research with modern, scalable computing. Partnerships with science teams 
like RIPL seamlessly enable predictive modeling, causal analysis, and forecasting 
which can then flow directly into improved public policy. 
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Example of a 
codebook for 
individual-level 
wage data.

Suppressed

Suppressed
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An RDL lets policymakers immediately begin deriving 
research insights

• Anonymized datasets are transformed into derived tables that turn operational data into 
variables needed for research.

• Derived tables contain standardized variables most frequently used for research and 
insights.

Research Data Lake Master Table: Important health, social services, and labor variables are 
joined on a person-month level (example uses synthetic data). 
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The same individual, represented by an anonymous ID, can be joined to education test data…

Health, labor, and social services records are joined in a master table.

…and prior school enrollment on a person-month level.



Screenshot of a causal analysis in an RDL, showing average regression-adjusted wages received by workers in labor 
training programs in the quarters before and after receiving training in a matched treatment-control framework. 

Training Program #1
All Training Programs

Training Program #2

Training Program #3
Training Program #4

An RDL enables scientific-grade insights
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Causal results are published 
through an API to empower 
workers with information for 
wise reskilling decisions.

Screenshot of a prototype web/mobile interface for sorting training programs 
on expected gain in earnings, employment probability, and cost.
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RDL users can join a dynamic learning community of like-
minded policymakers, minimizing the need to “reinvent the 
wheel” 

• Shared and open-source knowledge base for disseminating best practices, analysis 
code, predictive models, dashboards and applications across the DDPS platform.

• Implement off-the-shelf analyses and test the impact of policy interventions. 

• Extend existing solutions to fit your needs. 

• Share your work with others to replicate. 

• Government always decides what to share and when. 
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Example RDL extension:
Pivoting to support emergency UI claims in 10 days

• Rhode Island was able to reach out to RIPL in crisis of anticipated failure of their legacy 
Unemployment Insurance (UI) system under the incoming deluge of COVID-19 pandemic 
UI claims.

• RIPL and Amazon Web Services quickly partnered to extend Rhode Island’s RDL and spin-
up an emergency UI claims system in 10 days, which seamlessly scaled to handle the 
deluge, making RI the first state in the nation to pay new pandemic UI claims 
authorized under the CARES Act.
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54,000 claims accepted, processed and paid in days

• Rhode Island saved thousands of hours of work for over-taxed team members by 
automating the validation of 54,000 claims against tax records through a “science-as-
service” add-on to the RDL in partnership with the Rhode Island Department of Revenue.

• Possible thanks to government ownership of an existing RDL cloud solution, and the 
partnership and capacity building that RIPL DDPS fosters.

• Rhode Island was able to spin-up a new, secure PUA claims system in days which could handle claims at 
any volume and avoid legacy-system failure. (https://www.governing.com/events/webinars/How-Rhode-Island-Rapidly-
Scaled-to-Handle-Unemployment-Claims-127726.html)

• Cloud capacity allowed Rhode Island to quickly add additional services, such as call 
center automation and an email and text-messaging platform to serve clients in need with 
speed and efficiency.

• Skilled DLT Team members could then focus quality time with cases that needed careful attention

https://www.governing.com/events/webinars/How-Rhode-Island-Rapidly-Scaled-to-Handle-Unemployment-Claims-127726.html
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Unlock data and science to create better policy and 
outcomes
RIPL’s DDPS platform and Research Data Lake solution:

• Kick-starts a paradigm shift inside government towards evidence-based 
policy using administrative data.

• Provides government with the science and technical capacity to tackle 
their biggest policy challenges, respond quickly in crisis, and reach 
future goals.

• Supports a community, inside and outside of government, of continuous 
improvement and positive impact.
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